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Abstract
In this paper, we focus on the disclosure of pension liabilities for entities referred to in Italian Legislative Decree
30 June 1994 no. 509 (also called “old funds” for professionals), which is crucial for a suitable communication.
After illustrating the limits of current statutory financial statements‟ in relation to the information they provide
on pension benefit obligations, we propose three potential solutions to bridge the gap. Each of these proposals
helps ensure the completeness and clarity of financial reporting and improves upon the informational capacity
and quality of disclosure. In our opinion, one of these approaches, in particular, would be preferred because of its
ease of adoption. Indeed, the disclosure in the explanatory notes allows for the quantification of pension benefit
obligations, and hence a more proper evaluation of entities in the medium/long- term, with no impact on annual
economic-financial results as reported in the balance sheet and the income statement.
Keywords: professionals‟ old pension funds, pension benefit obligations, complete disclosure, future pension
liabilities
1. Introduction
As evidenced by Chiacchio and Tagliapietra (2018) the Italian debate on the pension system predominantly
focuses on short-term aspects, neglecting relevant longer-term fundamentals. In this paper, we will highlight
how this short-term focus also characterizes the statutory financial statements of entities governed by Legislative
Decree no. 509/94.
The first pillar of the Italian social security system for freelance professionals is entrusted with two main groups
of privatized entities as detailed in the II Report 2015 (Technical Scientific Committee of Itinerari Previdenziali,
2015): pension schemes ex Legislative Decree n. 509/94, the so-called “old funds” and pension schemes ex
Legislative Decree n. 103/96, called “new funds”.
The first group is composed of the following entities: ENPACL (labor consultants), ENPAV (veterinary doctors),
ENPAF (pharmacists), CNPAF (lawyers), INARCASSA (engineers and architects), CIPAG (surveyors and
evaluators), CNPR (accountants), CNPACD (chartered accountants), CNN (notary publics), ENPAM (doctors)
and INPGI (journalists).
The second group is composed of the following entities: ENPAB (biologists), ENPAIA (agricultural experts and
land surveyors), EPAP (agronomists and forestry experts, actuaries, chemists and geologists), EPPI (industrial
engineers and graduates), ENPAP (psychologists), ENPAPI (nurses) and INPGI 2 (journalists, separate account).
The aim of this paper is to analyze how “old funds” report pension benefit obligations (PBOs) (Note 1) in their
financial statements, and to further propose potential approaches to better represent them. Within this scope, and
after having pointed out that the PBOs are currently not properly reported in either the balance sheet or in the
explanatory notes, our research question is “how can financial statements be improved with specific regard to
future pensions that will become due in consideration of contributions paid and recorded in the asset section?”.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the two main documents of “old funds” reporting,
highlighting the lack of PBOs in the statutory financial statements. Section 3 explains why this absence
represents an issue. In Section 4 we propose possible solutions to proper disclosure, which are then further
discussed in the last section.
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2. Theory
2.1 Pension Calculation
Pensions can be calculated with different approaches which could have a significant impact on the pension
computation (Attias, Arezzo, Pianese, & Varga, 2016). In particular, we distinguish between two different
methods for the calculation: the income-based system, the so-called Defined Benefits (DB), that evaluates
pensions considering the average of an individual‟s “last” income (Note 2); and the contribution-based system,
the so-called Defined Contributions (DC), that evaluates pensions considering contributions paid by each
professional over their whole working life (Kalyta & Magnan, 2008). In other words, by using the latter method
pensions are estimated referring to contributions provided during an individual‟s entire professional life, rather
than just their “last” income (Kemp & Patel, 2012), which shows a sharp decline in gross substitution rate (SR)
(Note 3). Using this method, the pension is determined by multiplying the amount of contributions paid over an
individual‟s whole professional life (calculated applying the benefit growth rate (Note 4)) by an age-related
transformation coefficient, which reflects the life expectancy at retirement, without a sex distinction, and
consequently the expected number of annual pension payments (Franco, 2001).
2.2 Pension Funds Reporting
The primary documents which make up privatized pension schemes‟ reporting are the actuarial statements (also
called the “technical budget”) and the statutory financial statements.
The actuarial statements are drafted, at least every three years (Note 5), based on forecast data (Note 6) while the
statutory financial statements are drawn up annually with final data.
The actuarial statements detail information regarding the applicable legislation in force at the date of drafting, on
the financial management system, on demographic, economic and financial data, on the technical bases adopted
and on methodology used. As stated by the Ministerial Decree November 29, 2007, technical budget should
develop projections of data with reference to the time lapse of 50 years.
The most common methodologies used to develop technical budgets are MAGIS (Coppini, 1979; Tomassetti,
1973), Monte Carlo simulation and Exact Individual Trajectories Method (EIT) (Angrisani & Attias, 2004).
Monte Carlo is a stochastic simulation to model the probabilities for different trajectories founded on the Large
Numbers Law. In the MAGIS version (the method of management years on an individual basis and with a draw),
the elementary probabilities, referring to each individual, are used as weights of random extraction. In this case,
trajectories are out of control due to the polynomial aspect which considers all “possible fates”. The EIT is set up
on an axiomatic individual basis which takes into account, for each fund‟s member, the set of all feasible
trajectories, that is, all possible life events. Most notable, EIT, starting from the vital cycle of when the
professional enrolled in the fund, identifies only the feasible trajectories (that is, the history of each professional
is non polynomial) and so trajectories are under control.
Technical budgets allow for the assessment of both the sustainability of the system, from a medium/long-term
perspective, and the intergenerational equity and solidarity (Guardiancich & Natali, 2018), which is given by the
stable and fair ratio between contributions and benefits paid. With regard to sustainability, it is useful to highlight
that the financial crisis has further emphasized the need for performance measures which are able to determine
the ability to effectively provide income replacement at retirement age (Hinz, Heinz, Antolin, & Yermo, 2010).
Indeed, the European Union also focuses on the sustainability of pensions in several documents (European
Commission, 2010, 2018a, 2018b; European Economic and Social Committee, 2010), particularly in the 2010
Green Paper where it states “An adequate and sustainable retirement income for EU citizens now and in the
future is a priority for the European Union. Achieving these objectives in an ageing Europe is a major challenge.
Most Member States have sought to prepare for this through pension reforms.” Adequacy and sustainability need
to be addressed jointly (Alonso-Garcí
a, Boado-Penas, & Devolder, 2018) with the aim of solidarity and equity
between and within generations. In this context demography plays a very important role.
During the period between 1946 and 1964 the so-called “baby boom” phenomenon occurred (Mazzola et al., 2016).
People born during this period represented a large number of professional funds‟ members in the ‟90s. The mass of
these professionals will retire around 2025/2030 with the problem arising that beneath this population there is a
“hole” from the enormous decrease in births since the „70s. This demographic tsunami phenomenon will create an
unbalanced relationship between active professionals and retired ones, the immediate consequence of which will be
asset erosion. Therefore, sustainability has to be based on the real performance of the variables that have the
inherent ability to determine sustainability itself (Angrisani & Di Nella, 2011), and in this sense the financial
statements are crucial. Indeed, the actuarial budgets report the projections of the possible evolution in terms of
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inputs (mainly contributions and returns) and outputs (mainly pensions and operating expenses) in consideration of
demographic, economic and financial technical bases esteemed by the editor; these projections are not the
estimation of the pensions liabilities of privatized entities at the date of the statements (Geroldi, 2014).
The statutory financial statements are administrative-accounting documents used to inform all categories of
stakeholders about the economic, financial and asset situation of an entity (Amaduzzi, 1970; Bastia, 1989;
Capaldo, 1998).
The legislator has, in fact, ordered that the financial statements must be drafted with clarity, truth and correctness:
the principles of the general drafting clause contained in article 2423 of the Civil Code. The right to information
of members and third parties is, first of all, the right to economically true information, technically correct and
effectively intelligible and therefore clear and this right is guaranteed by art. 2423 of the Italian Civil Code (L. A.
Bianchi, 2013). The financial statements are legitimately prepared, therefore the shareholders' resolution that
approved them is valid only in the presence of clarity, truth and correctness. This means that none of these
principles can be renounced in order to be able to speak fully of a legitimate balance sheet (M. T. Bianchi, 2001).
These can be drafted according to different standards (Capodaglio, Santi, & Tozzi, 2011; Quagli, 2017). In Italy,
the financial statements of “old funds” must be compliant with rules of Civil Code, suitably adapted - lacking
regulation - to that typical of privatized social security entities (M. T. Bianchi, Nardecchia, & Tancioni, 2014). In
particular, article 2423 c.c., as modified by the Legislative Decree no. 139/2015, states that financial statements
are made up of a balance sheet, income statement, statement of cash flows and explanatory notes to the financial
statements. This article also specifies that additional disclosures must be provided if these are necessary in order
to give a true and fair representation of an entity‟s affairs (PwC, 2017). According to us, these disclosures are
necessary, and additional information concerning the PBO must be reported in order to provide a true and fair
representation (Marcello & Lucido, 2019). Indeed, as argued by Reiter and Omer (1992), in the area of pension
accounting, […] the accounting choices play a major role in distributional decisions, particularly the
distribution of wealth between shareholders and employees and it could cause the deferral of pension funding to
future periods (Chaney, Copley, & Stone, 2002). Even if financial statements are frequently considered to be
neutral, objective and consequently trustworthy, in actuality this is not always the case. This is especially notable
for pension funds which have specific measurement issues (Schipper & Trombetta, 2010), such as with the
calculation of future pensions. The implication for accounting standard-setting bodies is that both the pension
plan assets and pension obligations should be disclosed to facilitate users in making predictions about changes
in the economic liability (Selling & Stickney, 1986).
2.3 Analysis of Statutory Financial Statements of Old Funds
In this paper, we analyzed financial statements of all the “old funds” that, in compliance with the first article of
the Legislative Decree no. 509/94, register at least a reserve equal to 5 annuities of pensions in the equity section
and do not report any additional disclosure about PBOs in either the balance sheet or in the explanatory notes.
The absence of all PBOs significantly impacts the completeness (M. T. Bianchi, 2001) and the quality of
disclosure (Beretta & Bozzolan, 2008). Indeed, to be exhaustive and to satisfy stakeholders‟ needs,
communication should refer to both current and prospective performances (Quagli, 2004). The guiding thread of
our logical reasoning is exactly from this perspective.
In Table 1 we recap the amount of contributions paid in 2018, the recorded PBOs and the number of members in
the same year for each fund.
Table 1. Data of old pension funds (source: financial statements 2018)
Old funds
ENPACL (Labor consultants)
ENPAV (Veterinary doctors)
ENPAF (Pharmacists)
CNPAF (Lawyers)
INARCASSA (Engineers and Architects)
CIPAG (Surveyors and Evaluators)
CNPR (Accountants)
CNPADC (Chartered Accountants)
CNN (Notaries)
ENPAM (Doctors)
INPGI (Journalists)

Contributions 2018
(in millions)
€ 200
€ 117
€ 271
€ 1632
€ 1080
€ 525
€ 330
€ 839
€ 295
€ 2933
€ 17
119

Recorded PBOs

Members 2018

none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none

25 469
29 252
95 656
246 945
168 851
84 202
28 776
68 552
6270
645 893
19 969
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Results
The analysis pointed out that PBOs are not accounted for either in the financial statements or in the technical
budget, undermining their disclosure (Andrietti, 1995; Morrone & Angrisani, in press), which is critical for
multiple stakeholders and may impact sustainability evaluation (Angrisani, 2008; Angrisani & Di Palo, 2019).
That said, it is then necessary to define a proper accounting principle that is able to take into consideration the
contracted retirement promises (Olivieri, Fersini, Melisi, & Brusco, 2015; Rosa, 2012) by prevailing the
economic substance over legal form as regulated by the principle introduced by article 2423 bis of the Civil
Code as amended by article 6, paragraph 3, letter b) of Legislative Decree no. 139/2015. Indeed, pensions not yet
due to members because of the absence of the event that implies payment, will nevertheless eventually become
due considering the peculiarity of the privatized entities. It is useful to specify that even though the members of
the funds are not properly a third party of the entity, defining with them a relationship of a substantially
participatory nature, we postulate the position of these certainly characterized by legal protection (Castellino,
1985). The merit for this kind of disclosure is affirmed by the “new funds” that already report this data in their
balance sheets. As an example, the balance sheet of ENPAPI as at 31st December 2017 reports obligations for
future pensions in dedicated funds (“B4a Social Security Fund”: € 606 164 060, “B4b Pension Fund”: € 48 461
927 and “B4e IVS Fund (invalidity, old age, survivors), separate account”: € 40 467 889).
3.2 Our Proposals
Based on the analysis performed, we think that a new and specific accounting principle must be designed in
order to ensure proper representation of PBOs in the financial statements of “old funds” (Vermeer, Styles, &
Patton, 2012). Hence, we propose the following possible solutions to make the financial statements clearer and
more informative:
1) registration of a reserve that refers not only to the next 5 years, but which also takes into account a longer time
horizon;
2) creation of a fund that effectively integrates the five-year reserve, recording the future obligations;
3) use of the explanatory notes, rather than the quantification of pension benefit obligations in the balance sheet,
to create a special section in which to insert the “potential” debt and, therefore, the operational risk (Kaifala, C.
Paisey, & N.J. Paisey, 2019) over a wider period than only 5 years. This would create a link between the
financial statements and technical budgets, positively impacting the financial statement information.
The first two solutions have a particularly forceful impact because they oblige entities to represent the pension
benefit obligations of the following annuities in each financial year (Chaney et al., 2002). The third solution is
able to offer a complete disclosure, but appears less “invasive” since it does not directly affect an entity‟s annual
economic-financial results (Giunta & Pisani, 2020).
Therefore, by choosing the third solution it can be assumed that in the explanatory notes the pension benefit
obligations of a privatized entity towards its members in the long-term (at least, 20 years) must be indicated, thus
highlighting a relevant information for stakeholders.
Such a scheme therefore allows for the construction of a more comprehensive disclosure able to evaluate the
sustainability, by creating a proper logical interconnection between the purposes of the financial statements and
the technical budgets.
4. Conclusion and Possible Future Researches
At present, the statutory financial statements of old funds do not present a complete disclosure of pension benefit
obligations. Furthermore, the information that can be deduced from the technical budget is constructed with
criteria other than those from general accounting and, therefore, does not possess the same informational value.
It is essential that the reader of the financial statements has information on the pension debt of the Fund,
otherwise the general financial statement drafting clause is not respected due to the lack of clarity.
This demonstrates the need for a different method of presentation.
Utilization of merely quantitative hypotheses could generate complex effects on financial statement results.
Conversely, the quantification of pension benefit obligations in the explanatory notes informs the reader without
altering results, enabling the analysis of an entity‟s sustainability, while still providing all the values on the
possible evolution in the long run.
A limitation of this paper refers to the peculiarities concerning Italian “old funds” for professionals that are not
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easily comparable to other pension funds around the world. Moreover, this analysis does not stress the actuarial
issues related to the quantification of pension benefit obligations that could be considered in further researches.
Another interesting future study linked to the problem highlighted in this paper concerns the specific risk of the
funds represented by the possibility for members to ask back their paid contributions. This latter, indeed, has a
significant impact on one side, on the accuracy, completeness and clarity of financial statements and, on the
other side, on the pension system‟s sustainability evaluation that is relevant also for European policies (European
Commission, 2010, 2018a, 2018b; European Economic and Social Committee, 2010).
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Notes
Note 1. A PBO is the present value of retirement benefits already earned by professionals, but not yet paid out
(Andrietti, 1995). The amount of this obligation is usually determined by an actuary, based on multiple
assumptions.
Note 2. The reference period for calculating it has changed with reforms: it could refer to last paycheck such as
the average of the last five/ten earning years.
Note 3. SR is the ratio between the first pension benefit and the last income earned by the professional.
Note 4. For example, with regard to the Italian basic pension, the amount of contributions is capitalized at a
five-year moving average of GDP growth.
Note 5. The article 2 of D.M. 29 November 2017 states that the technical budget must be issued also when
changes of statutory/regulatory have significant consequences on the evolution of the economic and financial
management of the entity.
Note 6. The entities are required to verify annually that the results of the final balance sheet are in line with the
technical-financial ones (art. 6, co. 4 D.M. 29 November 2007).
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